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Executive Summary

This deliverable presents the INTEROP method chunks repository (MCR), its architecture and provided services. It includes the definition of a reusable method chunk, its structure, illustrated with examples of method chunks stored in the repository and guidelines for method chunks definition and characterisation covering tasks TG6.2 and TG6.3 of the work plan of the task group.

The main result is the definition of the structure of the method chunk repository emphasizing the link to interoperability. Interoperability is a first-class concept in the structure of the method chunk repository. It not only characterizes method chunks, i.e. procedures to solve interoperability problems, but also interoperability cases, i.e. the presentation of actual problems involving interoperability issues.

TG 6 has produced three MCR prototypes. Two experiments were undertaken using the Metis system and one using ConceptBase. The task group attended a two-day intense workshop on Metis. As a result, two experiments with Metis as platform for the method chunk repository are under way and reported in this deliverable. One is realizing the structure of the MCR as specified in this report. The other is an alternative approach that serves as a benchmark and is reported in the appendix. The ConceptBase prototype utilizes the metamodel presented in this deliverable.

We have analysed three cases involving various aspects of interoperability. One case is about establishing a broker platform for insurance agents, the second about linking the information systems in the public utility sector, and the third case is establishing the relation of the ATHENA Model-Driven Interoperability Framework to the goals of the MCR.

The results of the TG6 have been published at the ISD conference 2006 and the ER conference 2006. Copies of the papers are included in the appendix.

The report of the example session with the method chunk repository has been shifted towards deliverable TG6.3 (Tutorial of the MCR). This is the more logical place. We want to emphasize that TG6 was not only busy in drafting concepts, exploring the state of the art, and analyzing cases. We are actually experimenting with a prototype and consider this a valuable contribution to the network. As soon as the prototype is stable, knowledge about interoperability solutions can be coded in this repository and can guide designers of interoperable systems by experience knowledge.
PART I

I.1 Introduction

The task group 6 has an ambitious goal to design a method chunk repository, i.e. a system in which interoperability cases can be matched against methods to solve the problems in the cases. The deliverable DTG6.1 has reported the state of the art in method chunk definition and characterization of interoperability problems. The deliverable DTG6.2 analyses realistic cases to extract from them the definite structure of the method chunk repository, called method chunk metamodel. Additionally, we derive from the cases a multi-dimensional characterization of interoperability problems that is used to index both method chunks (i.e. solutions to interoperability problems) and interoperability cases (i.e. aggregations of several interoperability problems as occurring in practice).

I.2 Methods to produce the deliverable

The task group followed a strategy of intense workshop meetings during the INTEROP meetings and additional meetings devoted to particular topics. Notably, the prototypical implementation of the MCR was prepared by a two-day workshop in Skövde in March 2006.

Significant work has been shaped into joint paper writing where the authors had about 5 Skype conferences per paper. The Skype conferences have proven to be a very productive and cost-effective tool to discuss the distribution of work among collaborators and to resolve open questions.

The overall strategy of the task group is to assess the feasibility of a method chunk repository by implementing a partial prototype. The implementation does not require writing program code but to configure an existing tool capable of metamodelling. The group has looked at various alternatives and selected the Metis tool [37]. By configuring the tool to be a method chunk repository, the task group also learned about how the abstract concepts for interoperability are related to existing modelling constructs of a rich modelling environment such as Metis.

I.3 Main Results

We achieved the following results in the last period reported by this deliverable.

1. We analysed three interoperability cases. Two of them are from industrial practice and one is from the sister project ATHENA. The two industrial cases are also reported in papers published by members of the task group (see appendix 3 and 4). The main finding of this work was that interoperability cases are composed of a multitude of interoperability problems that are rooted in the business domain (either design or execution) and in the ICT domain (also design or execution). Hence, the MCR must support approaches to tackle problems from both domains in an integrated fashion. The cases are reported in section II.2.
2. We derived from the cases the final structure for the method chunk repository, encoded as metamodel (see section II.3). The metamodel extends prior approaches by linking method chunks explicitly to interoperability problems. A simple template for describing method chunks is derived from the metamodel. The concept of interoperability has been subject of intense discussion on the task group and we finalised a multi-dimensional structure for interoperability classification (section II.4). A potential extension is discussed in section II.5.

3. We investigated the architecture of the MCR using the COMET [30] method as guideline (section II.6). The method yields a list of usage scenarios of the MCR.

The partial Metis-based prototype has been presented by screen dumps to the INTEROP community during the Bergen workshop in May 2006. Two other prototypical implementations were undertaken, one also based on Metis but with a different metamodel. The third, using the same metamodel, is not based on Metis but on ConceptBase.

I.4 Conclusion

The TG6 has achieved its goal of designing the method chunk repository and has exceeded its original work plan by realizing two (still limited) prototypes based on the Metis system and one using ConceptBase. The idea of a method chunk repository for interoperability has been accepted by the scientific community as well as by industrial partners. In particular, Troux Technologies contributed their Metis system [37] to the task group because they identified the gap of method support in their tool. Likewise, the partner BOC has closely been working with the task group because they want to learn how to enrich their Adonis system by facilities of a method chunk repository.

In the wider INTEROP community, the idea of explicitly storing method chunks in a system has also been adopted by other task groups, for example in the task group 3 and in the Domain OM. The multi-dimensional characterization of interoperability problems is shared with Domain DI. As a consequence, work done in these groups naturally fits into our design of the method chunk repository. The design is finalized and validated by a partial prototype. It is thus ready to be uptakes by either commercial vendors or research projects following INTEROP.

The task group shall continue its work by creating a tutorial and publishing results in a high-quality journal.

This deliverable is organised as follows. Part II presents:

- three cases which show how method chunks can be produced in a practical context,
- the method chunk metamodel and illustrate by means of presenting two method chunks,
- the Metis representation of a method chunk,
- the classification framework for method chunks and
- the enterprise and technical architectures of the MCR

Part III includes the following appendices:
- A1. The multi-scale COMET
- A4. Benchmark Metis MCR prototype
- A5. ConceptBase MCR prototype
PART II

This part contains the various documents produced by the various tasks in order to prepare the deliverable.

II.1 Introduction

The main results of this deliverable are organised in four chapters. In chapter II.2 we analyse three interoperability cases and identify interoperability problems. Two cases concern industrial practice while the third one is related to the ATHENA project. In chapter II.3 we define the notion of the reusable method chunk, provide its metamodel and illustrate with method chunk examples. Chapter II.4 presents the interoperability classification framework and its metamodel that we use for interoperability problems classification and method chunks characterisation. Finally, the architecture of the method chunk repository (MCR) is presented in chapter II.5.

II.2 Presentation of cases

In this chapter we present three interoperability cases and identify interoperability problems in each of them. The first case deals with the development of a B2B platform in the insurance domain supporting collaboration of different partners such as insurance companies and independent agents. The second case analysis the public utility sector in the Netherlands, in particular the water sector, and identifies the interoperability problems in this domain. These to industrial cases are reported in co-authored papers published in the international conferences ISD’06 and ER’06 (see appendix 3 and 4). Finally, the third case analysis how the approach proposed by the TG6 could be applied to the ATHENA model-driven interoperability (MDI) framework developed in the ATHENA project.

II.2.1 Insurance Case

In this section we analyse an industrial case of interoperability in the insurance domain and identify interoperability problems related to this case. To structure these problems we use the strategic business domain, the operational business domain, and the ICT domain including development and execution aspects, as proposed in [33].

II.2.1.1 Business Model

Insurance companies develop business models based on Internet technology either to reduce administration costs or to establish new sales channels. They have to establish a well-defined strategic position in the network of their competitors - especially when they join together to establish a common Internet platform for their sales partners, e.g. agents and brokers, to share platform development and operation costs.

The following industry case describes a **B2B sales platform for insurance partners based on Internet technology** ("insurance portal"). The main objective of the insurance portal is to
support independent insurance agents with a single point of access to products and services of different insurance companies. An agent is working for several competing insurance companies on a commission basis. Some advantages for the agents are a single point of access to reduce cycle times for business processes such as offer management, contract management, and portfolio management, less administration costs, and improved service quality because of a broad product and information portfolio. Some advantages for the insurance companies are reduced maintenance and operation costs for their partner systems due to cost sharing and an enlarged sales force because of potentially new agents.

Figure 1 describes the business model of this industry case, i.e. how the different business participants interact with each other to create business value.

Customers interact with their sales responsibles e.g. agents, brokers, agencies etc. (step 1). A sales responsible uses the insurance portal to execute his business processes such as offer management, order management, policy management etc. For example, a broker may request certain product offers (step 2) which are calculated and returned to him (step 5), and then sent to a customer (step 6). The insurance portal, or more precisely the company operating the platform, interacts with different sub providers such as application hosting companies, security companies, customer information suppliers etc. to fulfil its tasks (steps 3a and 4a). Additionally, the company operating the platform interacts with the insurance companies to exchange product data, customer data etc. (steps 3b and 4b). Finally, the customer signs a contract with the insurance company, which provided the best offer, and pays the insurance fee to the insurance company (step 7). The insurance company delivers the appropriate contracts, pays the commission fees, and fulfils its part of the insurance contract (step 8).

II.2.1.2 Interoperability Issues in the Strategic Business Domain

In the strategic business domain, the business strategy of each participating partner has to be defined in the context of the insurance portal and interoperability questions such as the following have to be answered:

- Which are the processes and services (products) to be realised on the platform? Processes, services (products) and their interdependencies have to be identified. Intra-organisational business processes (e.g. user management on the platform) and inter-organisational business processes (e.g. application and claims processes) can be distinguished.
• Which are the appropriate business partners to develop and run the platform? According to the required processes and services (e.g. insurance core services, consulting services, implementation and provider services) partners are involved with different contractual relationships (e.g. associate, supplier, customer etc.).

• Does the business plan of the platform correspond with the business plans of each partner? Each partner has to agree upon the platform strategy. For example, the standardisation of strategies of competitors participating in the platform may imply the request of investigation of antitrust law. Furthermore, advantages realised by one partner may damage business of another partner (e.g. insurance company A delivers a particular insurance policy within one day, insurance company B in seven days).

II.2.1.3 Interoperability Issues in the Operational Business Domain

In the operational business domain the various types of processes have to be determined. The business processes have to be modelled in detail with a special focus on the products and interfaces between the business actors involved. The roles of each business actor also have to be modelled. Business processes can be divided into the following types:

• insurance core service processes, e.g. application processes and claims management,
• value adding processes, e.g. cash management processes and event management,
• development processes, e.g. business and software development based on the core elements: products, processes, organisational units and information technology,
• business operations processes, e.g. process integration of business partners and
• additional services, e.g. legal advisor services, training and learning.

The following list shows some areas of interoperability problems and opportunities in the business domain:

• Product Management: In every realisation state a set of products is integrated into the platform, which entails new requirements for the business processes. Implications for the software development and integration efforts of the insurance partners should be evaluated as early as possible.
• Process integration of business partners: Each actor participating in the platform realisation can be certified with respect to its business processes. Some criteria are complexity of interfaces (business operations as well as data flow), process benchmarks, availability and integrity.
• Training and Learning: Business processes can be documented online for learning the sequence of operations of core processes as well as administrative processes.
• Pricing Model: Agents pay for using the insurance portal. If insurance companies want to consolidate their customer database, the platform company can reduce the cost of the business process “Customer Data Modification” to encourage the agents to reach insurance partners objectives.
• Test Management: In combination with the product model, a set of test cases can be developed as a specification for testing the platform application and interoperability.
II.2.1.4 Interoperability Issues in the ICT Domain

The ICT domain is divided into development issues and execution issues. The insurance portal consists of a core service application, dynamic HTML-based user interface, complex application modules etc. During platform development typical interoperability problems are:

- How can the different viewpoints of requirement definition be integrated e.g. how can the metamodels of the specification models be integrated?
- Which implementation technologies and target platforms will be used and how will they be integrated?
- What are the different modules of the implementation environment and how can they be integrated?
- Which runtime libraries can be used and how can they be bound to the development environment?

The execution domain is influenced by short release cycles - especially driven by short term content such as news and events and by a high fluctuation of platform users. Business operation processes such as content management processes, user management, and first and second level support, are documented by exporting all required information in a process-based online operating instruction manual. Some interoperability problems in the execution domain are:

- Data conversions: Customer data, contract data, product data etc.
- Component integration: How can different components of functionality be operated within a single business service (even if they are realised with different technologies)?
- How can long lasting transactions be synchronised and consistently integrated?

II.2.1.5 Summary of the Case

The above case study is based on a real industrial project. It shows that an ICT project integrating several organisations is typically characterised by a multitude of interoperability problems, in our case totalling to about 20. It also shows that a purely ICT-based answer to the interoperability problem is not only insufficient but also misses the fact that first one has to solve the business-related interoperability problems before one can tackle the ICT-related issues. A consistent method that will solve all possible interoperability problems does not exist because the business and ICT domains are too diverse. Instead of a single method, an extensible and domain-specific knowledge base of method chunks shall support the development of interoperable systems.

II.2.2 Public Utility Sector Case

A typical case from the real world contains multiple interoperability issues. We use as an example the experience from the public utility sector in the Netherlands, in particular the water sector consisting of organisations that supply fresh water, organisations that process sewage water, and local municipalities that raise taxes on both, in particular wrt. the sewage water. In the Netherlands, fresh water supply and sewage water processing are done by organisations that did not have a need to exchange data since the cost for fresh water supply is
based on consumption whereas the cost for sewage water is based on the number of persons in a household. A European guideline stimulates countries to base the sewage water invoice on consumption as well. Since there are no metering devices installed for sewage water per household, the only way to do so is to rely on the metering for the fresh water consumption of the household. To complicate the situation further, the local municipalities use to include taxes on the sewage water invoice that are currently based on sewage water price. As the computation of the sewage water price changes, the tax calculation has to change as well. In the following, we analyse the interoperability problems occurring in the case and classify them into our framework.

II.2.2.1 Interoperability Issues in the Business Domain

Interoperability Problem 1: The business models of the three organisations are incompatible. The fresh water organisation raises income based on the consumption. The sewage water organisation and the local municipalities use number of persons in a household as basis for their invoice. Moreover, the participating organisations have different concepts for the addressee of the invoice. The fresh water organisation has a concept of a customer linked to a fresh water supply end point. The other two organisations use the concept of a household with a number of citizens associated to it. To integrate the business models of the three organisations, one needs to come up with calculations on a common data basis that fulfils the expectations of the three organisations.

Interoperability Problem 2: The business processes of the three organisations are not aligned. In particular, the invoicing processes are taking place at different points of time. Specifically, the time when a fresh water invoice is printed is completely independent from the time when the sewage water invoice is printed. The processes for maintaining the customer and citizen data sets in the participating organisations need to be aligned since it may well be that a person is still in the customer data set of the fresh water organisation while already being removed from the citizen data set.

Interoperability Problem 3: The cultural background and habits in the three organisations is different and difficult to harmonise. The non-profit character of the local municipalities may clash with the more commercial attitude found in the fresh water company. The challenge is to make the right people communicate and exchange information about their respective goals and capabilities. A further complication is that the cooperation is forced upon the participating organisations by the European directive.

II.2.2.2 Interoperability Issues in the ICT Domain

Interoperability Problem 4: The three organisations use completely heterogeneous IT infrastructures. The data exchange between the local municipality and the sewage water organisation is done by physically sending spreadsheet files on computer-readable media. The fresh water organisation relies on an ERP system to manage all its data and processes. It is unclear whether to use a common platform to which all three organisations supply data, or to send data directly to each other, or for one of the three organisations to play the role of a data integrator.
Interoperability Problem 5: The data structures are heterogeneous. That holds for all fields relevant for creating the invoices, e.g. the address field, the date field etc. The heterogeneity is resolved by ad hoc procedures to reformat the exchange files. For those parties that do not yet exchange data, the problem of heterogeneity is not yet analysed.

II.2.2.3 Summary of the Case

Table 1 classifies the five identified interoperability problems into the framework presented in chapter 2.4. The classification of the case problem is a manual process and is the first step of the MC enactment and cases solutions service of the MCR. The classification limits the scope of applicable solutions as well as the type of change to be expected from the solution. We applied the following approach for the classification of the case problems:

1. Determine the IS domain of the case problem: The IS domain is characterising the type of knowledge that is necessary to understand the case problem. For example, IP5 belongs to the IS domain 'Development process'. Here, the Swebok [36] knowledge base can be used to characterise the field.
2. Determine the interoperability domain: This classification characterises the type of interaction that causes the case problem. For example, IP2 is about the alignment of business processes of operational users at different enterprises.
3. Determine the interoperability class: This class is specifying which type of management activity is related to the interoperability problem. It also specifies which expert is to be consulted to solve the problem.
4. Determine the interoperability issue: The set of issues is build upon experience, i.e. whenever a case problem occurs one looks up whether there is a similar issue in the method chunk repository. The issues are the most specific abstractions of past case problems. The interoperability issue is the item that is linked to the potential solutions in the method chunk repository.

This stepwise approach focuses the case classifier (i.e. the user who describes an interoperability case to the MCR) towards the most relevant interoperability issue for the case problem to be classified. By linking the case problem to the respective categories, the case user also pre-selects the group of people to be involved in solving the problem at hand. The closer the case user describes the case problem along the 4 categories, the easier is the classification process. We plan to support the classification by a user interface that provides questions for classifying the case into the first 3 categories and then proposes the most applicable interoperability issues. If no issue is found, an update request for the classification manager of the method chunk repository is formulated.

Table 1. Case classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case problem</th>
<th>IS Domain</th>
<th>Interoperability Domain</th>
<th>Interoperability Class</th>
<th>Interoperability Issue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IP1</td>
<td>organisational</td>
<td>business/strategic</td>
<td>Business management</td>
<td>incompatible business models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP2</td>
<td>organisational</td>
<td>business/operational</td>
<td>process management</td>
<td>business process alignment, bp interoperability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IP3</td>
<td>organisational</td>
<td>business/operational</td>
<td>knowledge management</td>
<td>organisational culture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Out of the five identified case problems, three originate from the organisational domain, i.e. require a solution that is not just a technical one. Only problem IP4 apparently requires to change the IT systems, namely to provide the required data in the right format at the right time. By this example we show how the outcome of the case classification is used to search for applicable method chunks in the repository.

We note that a case like the one discussed above touches multiple interoperability issues, which need to be tackled in an orchestrated effort. An open problem is still whether the solution to a complete case should be regarded as a whole, because the solutions to the interoperability problems highly depend on each other, or whether the individual solutions to the individual interoperability problems should be regarded as stand-alone.

### II.2.3 Model-driven software development case – ATHENA MDI framework

This section presents the *ATHENA model-driven interoperability (MDI) framework* which has the following objectives:

1. to provide guidelines and method chunks for how MDD principles and MDA technologies should be applied to develop interoperable service-oriented systems;
2. to provide a set of method chunks covering the full software development lifecycle that lets you assemble and configure your situational method; and
3. to provide a set of method chunks focusing on integration and interoperability issues in service-oriented architectures, supporting the use of technologies such as Web services [1] and JACK agents [16].

The ATHENA MDI framework can be seen as an example of applying the whole TG6 method engineering approach (see Figure 2) to the domain of model-driven software development (MDD).
The development of the ATHENA MDI framework can be divided into four sub-cases covering the two phases of the method engineering process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Sub-case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Reengineering of methods into method chunks | • Reengineering and development of MDD guidelines.  
• Reengineering of the COMET methodology  
• Development of new method chunks for SOA interoperability |
| 2. Assembly-based situation-specific method construction. | • Prototype implementation with the Eclipse Process Framework (EPF) |

The following sections describe the four separate cases in more details. We also identify and describe interoperability problems related to each of these cases.

**II.2.3.1 Sub-case 1: Reengineering and development of MDD guidelines**

The current state of the art in model-driven software development (MDD) is much influenced by the ongoing standardisation activities around the OMG Model Driven Architecture® (MDA®) [2, 5]. MDA is a technology framework which defines an approach in which visual modelling languages and visual models can be used to integrate the huge diversity of technologies used in the development of software systems.

The MDI framework is currently being developed as a website [29] which will provide guidelines on the following topics:

---

1 Model Driven Architecture® and MDA® are registered trademarks of the Object Management Group
• **Metamodelling:** Guidelines for developing/using metamodels in MOF-based technologies.

• **Language engineering:** Guidelines for developing/using domain-specific languages and UML profiles.

• **Model transformations:** Guidelines for developing/using model mappings and transformations in QVT-based technologies.

• **Method engineering:** Guidelines for developing/using software development methods in SPEM-based technologies.

The MDD approach promises to deliver portable, interoperable and reusable software solutions. We see evidence that interoperability can be supported by model transformation and metamodel alignment using MDA-compliant technologies. However, we also find evidence to suggest that MDA is still immature and needs to be improved and extended in several areas particular with respect to interoperability. The interoperability issues are two-fold, one is the integration of the MDA-compliant technologies themselves, and the other is how to successfully use and extend MDA technologies to develop interoperable systems. The ATHENA MDI framework focuses on the latter. Examples of interoperability-related questions are:

• How to develop metamodels and languages that addresses SOA interoperability issues in software development?

• How to develop (horizontal) model transformations that integrates models defined according to different metamodels?

• How to develop (vertical) model transformations for technology platforms that preserve the interoperability characteristics described at the technology-independent level?

### II.2.3.2 Sub-case 2: Reengineering of the COMET methodology

COMET is a software development methodology that is based on the results of the COMBINE (Component-Based Interoperable Enterprise System Development) research project (IST-1999-20839) on component-based software engineering supported by the European Commission. COMET gives us a baseline to support the objective of providing a set of method chunks covering a full software development lifecycle, including business modelling, requirements modelling and technical modelling.

Whereas there exist a number of different development methodologies, e.g. the Unified Process [20], that are more popular and used by the industry on a larger scale, the choice of the COMET methodology provided us with some advantages. The methodology is developed by one of the TG6 partners, it is open and its metamodels are documented. Different variants of the methodology have been used in industry projects, as well as other research projects. During these projects we identified some interoperability issues that suggest that a reengineering into method chunks is required in order to make COMET more flexible and customizable:

• **Issue 1:** Customize and select different parts of COMET. The users only wanted to use specific parts of the methodology, or extend certain parts of the methodology.
• **Issue 2:** Integration with other methods. There are already in place other development methods and techniques that needs to be integrated.

• **Issue 3:** Integration with different tools. Interoperability issues related to the model artefacts prescribed by COMET and the modelling tools already in place in the organisation.

• **Issue 4:** Support different architectural styles. COMET was originally developed to support component-based development. There is now a shift towards service-orientation and it needs to incorporate modelling concepts and modelling techniques for the development of interoperable SOA systems. This issue is related to the sub-case 3 described below.

### II.2.3.3 Sub-case 3: Development of new method chunks for SOA interoperability

Service-oriented architectures (SOAs) are an architectural style for distributed systems that has steadily been gaining momentum over the last few years and is now considered as mainstream in enterprise computing. In the transition to SOAs there are numerous interoperability-related questions that must be answered. Examples of such questions are:

- How to recondition the current application architecture and plan for a sustainable service-oriented architecture?
- How to use Web services, Agents and P2P technologies to develop an SOA?
- How to align the SOA with the enterprise architecture?
- How to integrate two or more existing IT services or systems in an SOA?
- How to compose new services from existing services?
- How to design new services? What are the new services needed?
- How to design for interoperability, flexibility and adaptiveness?

In the ATHENA project we have defined an **ATHENA service-oriented interoperability (SOI) framework** [22] which provides guidelines for developing and integrating software services in service-oriented architectures. The framework follows the OMG Model Driven Architecture (MDA) approach and defines a Platform Independent Model (PIM) for SOA (PIM4SOA) and Platform Specific Models (PSMs) for describing Web services (XML Schemas and WSDL), Jack BDI agents and BPEL (Business Process Execution Language) processes.

PIM4SOA is a visual PIM which specifies services in a technology independent manner. It represents an integrated view of the SOA in which different components can be deployed on different execution platforms. The PIM4SOA model helps us to align relevant aspects of enterprise and technical IT models, such as process, organisation and products models. This model allows us to raise the abstraction level at which we can talk about and reason on the architecture we design. The framework provides model-to-model transformation services which allow us to transform PIM4SOA models into underlying PSMs such as Web services [5] and JACK agent technology [1].
II.2.3.4 Sub-case 4: Prototype implementation with the Eclipse Process Framework (EPF)

The INTEROP TG6 provides a method engineering (ME) framework that can be used to structure and define reusable method chunks. In the development of the ATHENA MDI framework we have tried to follow the approach of TG6. The intention is to develop three different types of method chunks corresponding to the three objectives of the framework:

1. Example method chunks providing guidelines on how to apply MDD principles and technologies.
2. Example method chunks based on the COMET methodology [23] which will be method chunks for developing baseline software development methods.
3. Example method chunks based on the ATHENA SOI methodology [22] which will be method chunks that addresses how interoperable Web services should be designed, developed and integrated in service-oriented architectures.

The first category of method chunks targets developers of MDD frameworks, i.e. the ATHENA MDI framework itself, with guidelines on how to develop new metamodels, languages, model transformations and method chunks, and populate the method chunk repository with new results.

Method chunks in the two latter categories target assemblers of methods. It allows users to build their own software development method (1), or customise an existing model-driven software method by inserting method chunks addressing specific interoperability needs (2) as illustrated shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Example usage of the method chunk repository (MCR)](image-url)
In order to prototype this approach we have experimented with the Eclipse Process Framework (EPF) [8]. EPF is an open-source Eclipse project with the goal of providing an extensible framework and exemplary tools for software process engineering, which includes method and process authoring, library management, configuring and publishing a process. As part of this experiment the COMET requirements modelling method was implemented. A tutorial describing this work is available at http://modelbased.net/mdi/method/tutorials.html.

II.2.4 Lessons learned

The industry and the public sector cases show that there is a multitude of interoperability problems situated at the level of business but also ICT. In the industry and public domain cases we identify 25 problems: 16 from the business domain and 9 from the ICT domain. Business and ICT interoperability problems have to be linked.

In this sense these cases are more problem oriented and the diversity of these problems leads to the need of a repository to be able to build situation-based method that response to the specific situation at hand. The MDI case come from the software domain show the need of modular methods to support different type of software projects.

The case inventory and the method reengineering shows the how the concept of method engineering can be applied to the interoperability domain. We also show how results from the ATHENA project can be integrated to an MCR, thus contributing to the integration of research results within the field.

II.3 Notion of a reusable method chunk

The problem of enterprise interoperability is complex and requires support from many methodologies to be resolved, which methodologies are needed depends on the type of system. The future of Systems Engineering will not see just one approach but a multitude of approaches depending on the type of system and the degree of reuse of solutions. Future systems will range from global data collection, analysis and presentation to dynamic systems for mass-customised product design. Therefore, in our work we know that it is impossible to provide one universal approach and set of methods for interoperability problem solving. We therefore propose to define a knowledge base of reusable method chunks each of them addressing one or more specific interoperability problems.

II.3.1 Definition, Metamodel

After the investigation of the role of Method Engineering and the possibilities it offers for constructing new methods in the interoperability domain (see the deliverable DTG6.1) we proposed to use the concept of reusable method chunk to capture method knowledge in systems engineering domain dealing with different interoperability issues and to apply assembly-based method engineering technique allowing users to combine method chunks and therefore to satisfy different project situation.

By a method chunk we mean an autonomous and coherent part of a method supporting the realisation of some specific system development, user application or management activity. In
this work we focus our attention on the method chunks supporting interoperability problems solution.

Figure 4 represents the metamodel of a method chunk. From the Method Engineering perspective each method chunk includes two types of knowledge namely process and product. The process model, also called guideline, supports the engineer in method chunk application while the product model defines concepts, relationships between concepts, and constraints used by the corresponding process. The detailed structure of a guideline can be found in previous publications [32, 34].

The context in which a method chunk is relevant is defined in its interface. It is formalised by a couple <situation, intention>, which characterises the situation in which the method chunk can be applied in terms of required input product(s) and the intention, i.e. the goal, that the chunk helps to achieve.

A set of characteristics, called a method chunk descriptor, is associated to each chunk in order to better situate the context in which it can be reused. The reuse intention expresses the generic objective that the method chunk helps to satisfy in the corresponding engineering activity. The reuse situation captures a set of criteria characterising the context in which the method chunk is suitable. A detailed classification of these criteria, named Reuse Frame, can be found in [32]. While the reuse situation and reuse intention are expressed by using keywords defined in the MCR glossary and the reuse frame, the objective of the method chunk provides a narrative explanation of its role.

Figure 4. Metamodel of method chunk

Due to the fact that in this work we consider specific method chunks dealing with interoperability problems solution, we explicitly relate each method chunk to the
corresponding *interoperability problem* identified in the interoperability classification framework presented in chapter II.4 of this deliverable.

More details about the notion of method chunk can be found in our previous publications [32, 34] and the co-authored publication [33] included in Annex 4.

We consider that methods, approaches and techniques provided by different INTEROP activities can be defined in terms of method chunks, which could be reused in different interoperability projects and combined in different manners according to the situation at hand.

### II.3.2 Guidelines for method chunks definition

A few works related to the SME domain [34, 6, 14, 13] propose to extract method chunks from existing methods by decomposing them. Generally, method chunks illustrated in the literature correspond to different models of traditional methods like the object model, the statechart model or the use case model. According to Ralyté [35] some of these models could be also decomposed into smaller chunks satisfying some more specific goals or re-engineered in another manner and thus could be better situated in the ISD process.

However, the domain of enterprise and IS interoperability is quite new and there in no well known methods supporting it. The INTEROP community is exploring requirements for such methods, approaches and techniques. Our proposal is to define these new methods, approaches and techniques in terms of reusable method chunks. It is clear, that the method decomposition techniques mentioned above are not very adequate. In our case, the process for method chunks construction in mainly Ad-Hoc [35] i.e. based on best practices, experience or new identified requirements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Chunk ID</strong></th>
<th><strong>Name</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The unique id of the chunk.</td>
<td>The name of the chunk.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Objective:** The objective that this chunk aims to reach.

**Type:** Atomic or Aggregate.

**Version:** The version number

**Origin:** The existing method or best practice provider.

**Authors:** The authors of this method chunk.

**Status:** The state of the chunk: In progress, Finished, Deprecated...

**Date of creation:** The date of the creation.

**Last modification:** The date of the last modification.

**Interoperability problem:** The interoperability problem that this chunk aims to address identified in the interoperability classification framework (see interoperability classification framework).

**Reuse situation:** Captures a set of criteria characterising the context in which the method chunk is suitable. See the classification framework.

**Reuse intention:** Expresses the generic objective that the method chunk helps to satisfy in the corresponding engineering activity.

**Interface:**

**Situation:** The situation in which the method chunk can be applied in terms of required input product(s).

**Intention:** The goal that the chunk helps to achieve.

**Body:**
In order to help INTEROP members to create method chunks we provide a template for method chunks definition presented in Figure 5. This template is based on the chunk metamodel presented in Figure 4. As defined in the method chunk metamodel, this template is based on three main parts of the method chunk: the descriptor, the interface and the body. The descriptor defines the id, the name, and the objective of the chunk. It also provides some information about the version, date of creation, and the author of the method chunk. Finally the descriptor specifies the interoperability problem that this chunk addresses and the reuse situation and intention. The context in which a method chunk is relevant is defined in its interface as a couple <situation, intention> as defined in the metamodel (Figure 4). Finally the body of a method chunk includes the method knowledge (guidelines and product definition) to be applied in the specified context.

II.3.3 Metis-based representation of method chunks

The method chunk template is defined for textual method chunks representation. This kind of representation has the advantage of the simplicity but has a lack of formal structuring that generates some drawbacks for method engineering (as for example during the assembly process). To better support the process of method chunk engineering we provide a Metis representation of the method chunk. The Metis tool is one of the so-called meta-CASE tools. It provides an easy way to define our own metamodel and a modelling representation to manipulate this metamodel. The Metis tool also supplies a collaborative repository that can serve as a first method chunk repository (MCR).

Based on the method chunk metamodel presented in Figure 4, we have implemented the Metis representation of a method chunk. We have first defined the body of the chunk, i.e. the process and product parts, using a process-data diagram. In this diagram, the product part is specified by using a UML class diagram and the process part using a UML activity diagram. The two are linked with a produce link between an activity and a class. These two parts compose the core of a method chunk (Figure 8). In addition to the standard definition of the UML Activity diagram, we have added the possibility to link an Action to a method chunk (with a Use Chunk link). This allows us to represent aggregated method chunks and to clearly situate sub-chunks in the process.
II.3.4 Examples of Method Chunks for Interoperability

Based on the practical experiences in the insurance case presented in chapter II.2.1 we have identified several method chunks dealing with interoperability problems in this case. Due to the lack of space, we present only two of them: one from the strategic and operational business domain and one from the ICT domain. To define each method chunk, we use the template introduced in section II.3.3.

II.3.1.1 Method Chunk: Product Process Dependency

Different enterprises form a supply chain and they have to align their products and their business processes. It must be defined which products and product definitions are interrelated with which processes and process interfaces. The method chunk below (Figure 6) proposes a solution for this kind of interoperability problem.

**Chunk ID:** MC01  
**Name:** Product Process Dependency

| Objective: | Identify dependencies between products and their corresponding business processes as basis for business alignment. |
| Type: | Aggregate |
| Origin: | BOC Information Systems |
| Reuse situation: | Application domain.Application type.Inter-organisation application  
Application domain.Impact of legacy system.Functional domain reuse  
Innovation level.Business innovation |
| Reuse intention: | To align product definitions and business process definitions. |

**Interface:**

**Situation:** Products and business processes of partner enterprises.

**Intention:** To define integrated product and process modelling language.

**Body:**

**Product Part:** Integrated definition of products and business processes.

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

**Guideline:** Define the product structure in accordance with the business metamodel. Define the business process structure. Assign the responsible business actors to the activities and sub-processes of the business process. Define the interfaces which are necessary to connect the activities and sub-processes. By assigning...
the product responsibilities between products and business actors, the dependencies between products and business processes are defined transitively.

**Application Example:**
An application example of this method chunk is the definition of insurance products and their interdependency to business processes executed in the insurance portal. A life insurance product consists of sub-products such as risk insurance and font investment. A life insurance process consists of sub-processes such as insurance application, risk check, contracting and payment. Employees of insurance companies are responsible for executing the sub-processes. These employees are also handling several insurance products. Via this, the product process dependency is defined.

**Figure 6. Method Chunk dealing this Business Product and Process Dependency**

### II.3.1.2 ICT Method Chunk: B2B Architecture

Different companies want to establish a common Internet-based platform implementing parts of their e-business processes. The existing company strategies, business processes and information systems have to be interoperable with this new platform.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chunk ID: MC02</th>
<th>Name: B2B Architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objective:</strong> To provide a general architecture for a collaborative Internet-based partner platform.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type:</strong> Atomic</td>
<td><strong>Origin:</strong> BOC Information Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interoperability problem:</strong> ICT. Development. B2B Architecture Design</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reuse situation:</strong> Application domain.Application type.Inter-organisation application Application domain. Impact of legacy system. Functional domain reuse System engineering activity. Design Innovation level. Technology innovation; Business innovation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reuse intention:</strong> To establish a common Internet-based platform.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Interface:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Situation:</strong> The strategies, business processes and information systems of the involved companies. <strong>Intention:</strong> To define building blocks for a B2B system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Body:</strong></td>
<td><strong>Product Part:</strong> General software architecture of a B2B platform. The arrows depict the different places of interoperability.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Guideline:** Identify participants involved in operating and using a B2B platform. For each participant assign which of the generic building blocks are provided/used. Build an instance of each generic building block for...
the specific case. Describe the interrelationships within the B2B platform for each building block instance.

**Application Example:** An insurance portal. The identification and assignment is as follows:

**Platform users (sales agents, brokers etc.):** the sales partners access the portal via Internet and web browser technology.

**Insurance partner platform:** The access of the business functionality and the generation of the user interface are via web server / servlet server. The business functionality runs on an application server. The application server stores platform internal data in the platform database. External (and temporary) data are stored in the database for external data. Via business services of the application server sub service providers and insurance companies interoperate with the insurance partner platform.

**Insurance companies:** The insurance companies provide components (e.g. product calculators, risk check modules etc.), services (e.g. printing, mailing etc.), data (e.g. customer data, contract data, product data etc.), which have to interoperate with the insurance partner platform.

**Sub service providers:** The sub service providers provide services such as analysis and retrieval services (e.g. data analysis, management reports, statistical evaluations etc.), security services (e.g. trust centres certificate management etc.), customer information services (e.g. credit agency services, market evaluation etc.), which have to interoperate with the insurance partner platform.

---

**II.3.1.3 Metis representation of a chunk example**

To illustrate the representation of method chunks with Metis we use the first method chunk example (see Figure 6) identified in the insurance case.

---

In this example, the activity *Define process structure* produces the product named *Business Model* and the activity *Define process structure* produces the *Business Process Model*. These two models must be defined before doing the activity *Assign actors to the activities* which
produces the link between the product and process models represented by the *ActorTask* class. The representation of this method chunk with Metis is illustrated in Figure 8.

### II.4 A metamodel for interoperability classification framework

The classification framework has the purpose to associate method chunks as well as cases to re-occurring interoperability problems. By tagging the method chunks with suitable instances of interoperability problems, we index the chunks much like books and articles are indexed in a library: the indexing is supporting the search for method chunks that address a certain interoperability problem. In the same way, actual cases are described in terms of the interoperability problems that are occurring in them. The challenge is to index problems and solutions in such a way that a match between the two is made possible.

### II.4.1 Ontological dimensions for classifying an interoperability problem

The concept of a method chunk forms a complementary approach to using patterns as proposed in INTEROP DI (Chen et al., 2006) [7]. Patterns may be stored in a method chunk repository. One advantage of using a ME approach is that patterns will be related to each other as well as to the type of interoperability problems they solve, which will facilitate their use. The problem classifier augments the characterisation of patterns in terms of conceptual, technical and business barriers as proposed by INTEROP DI.

Interoperability problems are occurring in a certain situation within a project concerned with the interaction of multiple organizations and their information systems, hence covering both the business/organizational domain and the ICT domain. The following questions guide the definition of the classification framework:

1. From which knowledge domain can we draw expertise to understand the interoperability problem?
2. During which lifecycle stage does the problem occur?
3. Which types of products are involved in the observed interoperability problem?
4. Which types of processes were active when the problem occurred?
5. Which types of human or automated producers are involved in the problem?

The five questions are translated into classification dimensions as follows.

**Knowledge dimension.** Ivivari et al. [15] propose five ontological domains (Type KnowledgeDomain in Figure 9), which are based on a review of the state of the art in current IS research. These five domains cover the area of Information Systems well. The *organisational domain* refers to the knowledge about social contexts and processes in which the information system is used. Organisational domain knowledge has to do with knowledge management in a general sense even though certain issues may be refined to specific application domains. The *application domain* refers to the knowledge about the application domain for which the information system is intended. Application domain knowledge
includes issues concerning business management and process management, i.e. how typical applications work in a particular domain. The IT application domain refers to the knowledge about typical IT applications and their use in a certain application domain. The technical domain covers the hardware and software of an information system. In the technical and IT application domains we find issues of data management and software management, hence relating the IS field closely to the field of software engineering. Finally, the development process knowledge refers to the methods and tools used in systems development.

**Lifecycle dimension.** The lifecycle dimension characterises the phase in which some situation in observed or some activity can take place. At the highest level of granularity, we distinguish the phases ‘business-strategic’ (the phase of a project in which strategic business decisions are made), ‘business-operational’ (the phase in which business activities are executed), ‘ict-development’ (the phase in which some ICT solution is developed), and ‘ict-execution’ (the time when some ICT system is performing operations). This level can be further decomposed, for example ‘ict-development.analysis’ is the phase in which the specification of an ICT systems is analysed).

**Product dimension.** The product dimension specifies types of products that are relevant in some observed situation or that are involved in some activity. Possible values are ‘model-type’ (the involved products have the nature of models), ‘document-type’, ‘notation’, and ‘language’. Like before, specializations are formed like ‘model-type.data-model’ or ‘model-type.source-code.java-program’. For documents, we suggest to form specializations according to the structure of the document, e.g. ‘document-type.contract.sla’ for a service-level agreement.

**Process dimension.** The process dimension has to be distinguished from the lifecycle phase. It is defined as the processes that are active in some observable situation. At the highest level, we distinguish ‘human-process’, ‘automated-process’, and ‘human-computer-interaction’. At deeper levels, processes like ‘human-process.meeting.group-modeling-session’ are expressed. Another example is ‘automated-process.data-exchange’.

**Producer dimension.** Producers are human or automated actors that are capable of creating and processing some products. For the purpose of interoperability problem classification, we distinguish ‘role’ (characterising the responsibilities of a human actor, for example ‘role.system-analyst’, ‘team’ (for example ‘team.development-team’), and ‘system’ (e.g. ‘system.tool.diagram-editor’ or ‘system.enterprise-system.crm-system’). Note that producers are observable at any lifecycle stage.

The last four dimensions are adapted from the SMDM standard, which is concerned with describing development processes.

Our metamodel for classifying interoperability problems is represented in Figure 9.

**II.4.2 Classifying method chunks**

The tagging of method chunks by interoperability problems is the responsibility of the author of the chunk. For standard chunks such as the reverse engineering of a conceptual data model
out of a database schema, the author can create a suitable entry in the list of interoperability problems, e.g. ‘understand legacy databases’. In many cases, a method chunk will be the generalization of successful solution of a case problem. Then, the interoperability problem will have been stored in the MCR as result of classifying a case.

II.4.3 Classifying application cases

A case in the context of the MCR is a situation of a user (or group of users) that includes an interoperability problem that requires to be addressed in a structured way. The classification of the case problem is a manual process and is the first step of the MC enactment and cases solutions service of the MCR. The classification limits the search space of applicable solutions, i.e. method chunks, as well as the type of change to be expected from the solution. We suggest the following approach for the classification of the case problems:

1. Determine the IS domain of the case problem: The IS domain is characterising the type of knowledge that is necessary to understand the case problem. For example, IP4 belongs to the IS domain 'development-process'. Here, the Swebo k [36] knowledge base can be used to characterise the field.
2. Determine the lifecycle stage: Possible values are ‘business-strategic’ (specifying that the interoperability problem encountered is about the business domain and about a strategic decision to be taken by the business partners), ‘business-operational’, ‘ict-development’ and ‘ict-execution’.
3. Determine the involved product types (if applicable).
4. Determine the involved process types (if applicable).
5. Determine the producer type (if applicable): stakeholders, involved organizations, team composition, tools used for production.
6. Determine the interoperability problem: The set of problems is build upon experience, i.e. whenever a case problem occurs one looks up whether a similar problem is already stored in the method chunk repository. The interoperability problems are the most specific abstractions of past case problems. Only the interoperability problems shall be associated to method chunks, i.e. their potential solutions.

This stepwise approach focuses the case user (see Figure 9) towards the most relevant interoperability issue for the case problem to be classified. By linking the case problem to the respective categories, the case user also pre-selects the group of people to be involved in solving the problem at hand. The closer the case user describes the case problem along the 4 categories, the easier is the classification process. We plan to support the classification by a user interface that provides questions for classifying the case into the first 3 categories and then proposes the most applicable interoperability issues. If no issue is found, an update request for the classification manager of the method chunk repository is formulated.
II.5 Repository of method chunks

This chapter introduces the MCR architecture description that follows the COMET based templates introduced in Annex A1. Remind that MCR services will be delivered to social networks of enterprises and private persons via the web and wireless environment. The high autonomy in such networks poses an MCR adaptation challenge. Goosenaerts [12] has introduced some techniques and artefacts for articulating information system (in this case MCR) value propositions to loosely connected actors, for planning system and or function release and for monitoring value-impacts. Those proposals draw on insights from Actor Network Theory [27], strategy implementation systems by means of balanced scorecard [25, 26], and results-based monitoring and evaluation in social groups [38].

Because poor understanding of stakeholder’s interests often leads to acceptance failure, we must spell out the value and risks analysis of the MCR as soon, and as complete as possible, with the means available.

An additional justification for quite detailed value and risk analysis of the MCR services is that network effects complicate the common return on investment and risk analyses within the Method Chunk Repository enabled Community of Practice (MCR COP).

The partial architecture description consists of three parts:

- A Case Metamodel supporting the binding of MCR services to interoperability problem owners and objects, and linking prior case-insights into the repository lifecycle.
- An Enterprise Architecture emphasizing the value-chains in which the MCR services will develop and grow. Section II.5.2 proposes a set of repository content elements
(these are method chunk products) for the three scales of ICT-reliant work systems: society scale, enterprise (or organisation) scale and person/equipment/tool scale. In line with enterprise architecture insights, a distinction is made between on the one hand the models (data) that describe the enterprise (state-of-affairs) on a continuous basis, and on the other hand the increments to these models (and data processing requirements) that projects built and implement to meet their charters.

- A Technology Model, focussing on the technical description of the MCR.

II.5.1 Case Metamodel

In order for MCR to offer services to interoperability problem owners, the MCR should have some knowledge, data and models of the systems where the problems occur. These models themselves are often the products of applying certain method chunks. Certain models must exist before a specific method chunk can be applied. Moreover, both "forward" and reverse (information systems) engineering exist.

To accommodate the wealth of possible method chunks, and support the "any-purpose" "method-chunk-enabled" chaining of "model" products, one arrives at the statement that:

| The case metamodel consists of the product metamodels of all the method chunks in the MCR, conveniently assembled for the specific problems of the case. |

This statement implies that the case metamodel is dynamic, and will grow with the use of the MCR, as new method chunks are defined.

For a community of interoperable information system practitioners, the introduction of an MCR into the information systems engineering activities represents a major change in those activities. Problem (mess) owners and solvers at three scales are involved: society, businesses and the individual persons [11]. A case can be pertinent to any of these scales, and this scale will influence the method chunks that must be assembled in the process of articulating and solving problems.

Classifying the cases according to scale, the public utility and insurance cases can be situated at the business (inter-organization) scale, and the ATHENA MDI framework at the society scale. Following a situation analysis, the insurance case "project" might built upon the ATHENA MDI framework deliverables.

As was proven in the nineteenth century with the construction of railroads, important social savings can be achieved by solving by capital intensive society scale utility projects, in that case the railroad infrastructure, the mobility needs of innumerable businesses [9].

---

2 On Multi-scale methodology in general, see: http://is.tm.tue.nl/staff/jgoossenaerts/methodological_reference.htm#H7 (sorry but there are still many dangling references on these pages, i will try to improve on this in november, also pls. note that those pages are not updated according to the contents of this annex).

3 Simplifying, this implies that the metamodel of method chunk presented and illustrated in Annex A serves as a meta-metamodel from the perspective of the case models.
It is now accepted that contemporary businesses have interoperability needs (in addition to the INTEROP literature, see also Gallagher [10]). The inclusion of the Interoperability Service Utility (ISU) Grand Challenge in the recently completed Enterprise Interoperability Research Roadmap [28] proves a growing awareness of the need for utility-style solutions for enterprise interoperability problems. MCR fits in the class of utility-style solutions.

From a Case Metamodel point of view, the addition of two scales (utility at society scale and person scale) affects the case template. The utility services must be defined in such a way that they can contribute to solving the business and person scale interoperability problems, and that they do not magnify the original problem, for instance as a consequence of increased model/data-intensity. The MCR product metamodels are thus seen as key to facilitation of model relationships across scales, in addition to other model relationships across businesses and persons, and across time.

Assuming the presence of a cost-effective ISU, the case interface with MCR is facilitated by case models which are aligned with utility models (society scale) and entity models (person, equipment, tool).

### II.5.1.1 Sample Case template

Architectural descriptions can be developed as a set of models. The table below presents a set of models (method chunk products) that could be used to describe a business-scale case. The set of models is based on the COMET methodology [2] which includes support for business architecture description. It is not too hard to map the cases described in this deliverable to the template below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Usage</th>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Importance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Business strategy modelling</td>
<td>Identify stakeholders and business goals, value proposition and risks</td>
<td>End user communication</td>
<td>Informal. Textual and figures.</td>
<td>Essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business operations modelling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Optional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Essential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business process and role model</td>
<td>Identify the business processes</td>
<td>Model-to-model transformation (target = Work Analysis Refinement Model)</td>
<td>UML Activity Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business resource model</td>
<td>Identify equipment, information and system resources.</td>
<td>End user communication</td>
<td>UML Class Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work analysis refinement model</td>
<td>Refine the Business Process Model.</td>
<td>Model-to-model transformation (target = Component Interaction Model)</td>
<td>UML Activity Model</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

4 Referring to Annex A II, this template does not separate the repository content elements with a continuous pertinence for the enterprise, and the increments that are built in projects responding to performance alerts. The situation that fits the use of this template could be described as a greenfield.
### Requirements modelling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Use case model</th>
<th>Essential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>System boundary model</strong></td>
<td>Identify system boundaries, the actors and their responsibilities, and the services offered. Model-to-model transformation (target = Use Case Scenario Model)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Use case scenario model</strong></td>
<td>Detailing of the use cases of the System Boundary Model. Model-to-model transformation (target = Component Interaction Model)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Non-functional requirements</strong></td>
<td>Identify requirements to the Quality of Service (QoS) such as performance, security level, data quality etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component modelling</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Component structure model</strong></td>
<td>Identify the main system components and their inter-dependencies. End user communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Component interaction model</strong></td>
<td>Describe the internal behaviour of the offered services. Model-to-code transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Component interface model</strong></td>
<td>Identify the interfaces of the services. Model-to-code transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Component information model</strong></td>
<td>Identify the structure, relationships and properties of the information items. Model-to-code transformation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform-specific modelling</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Platform profile model</strong></td>
<td>A graphical model of the implemented system Model-to-code transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Component implementation model</strong></td>
<td>The running code of the system Implementation code Programming code or executable specifications (Java, C#, SQL, BPEL4WS, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deployment model</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### II.5.2 Enterprise Architecture and Project Charters of the MCR

The architecture description (and hence the subdivision of this section) largely follows the multi-scale application of the COMET methodology as described in Annex A1.
We notice that MCR services will be delivered to *social networks* of enterprises and private persons via the web and wireless environment. The high autonomy in such networks poses an MCR adaptation challenge.

Because poor understanding of stakeholder interests often leads to acceptance failure, it is better to spell out the *value and risks analysis* of the MCR at the multiple scales where adoption is anticipated. Network effects complicate the common return on investment and risk analyses within the Method Chunk Repository enabled Community of Practice (MCR COP). Due to time limits we will only draw up the broad lines of the repository content elements for MCR and the related project charters.

At each scale we address both the architecture descriptions that belong in repositories and the project charter to which the MCR would offer a solution.

**II.5.2.1 Society Scale Architecture Descriptions and Project Charter**

The MCR must be developed in a socio-economic environment in which there are no clear leaders in terms of power to coerce all stakeholders to adopt and start using specific methodologies nor MCR. It is known that in a context lacking clear leadership, the decision making is slow.

The combined effects of socio-diversity and techno-diversity [11] cause an exploding and asset-threatening interoperability problem. Simultaneously, a growing fragmentation has been witnessed as traditional knowledge accumulation practices fail to cope with the hyper-competitive, dynamic and high-frequency disruptive technology cycles. In an effort to cope with these new trends, INTEROP NOE was created in FP 6 with the support of the European Commission. The growing complexity of the management and engineering of contemporary socio-technical systems such as ICT-reliant enterprises, and the rising number of artefacts involved in these reflective activities have convinced TG 6 Method Engineering to investigate and prototype-develop a repository of method chunks or user-configured and user-composed aggregated methods (INTEROP method repository) supporting different interoperability issues in the domains of Enterprise Modelling (EM), Ontology (ONT) and Architecture & Platforms (A&P).

These and other considerations must be reflected in the society scale Methodology/MCR VARM and WOM's (}
Table 2), prior to the realization of the MCR components (see COMET for more details) and their implementation at the adopting population.
Table 2. Repository Content Elements (VARM and WOM) for Methodology Deployment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repository Content Element</th>
<th>Shorthand</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mission Statement</td>
<td>MCR:VARM.MS</td>
<td>To achieve and sustain MCR services for Interoperability problem owners, their service providers and their knowledge suppliers. E.g., in the society: &quot;substitute significant amount of ad-hoc methodology decisions by method chunk assemblies, and owe a much improved value and risk profile to it.&quot; (e.g. avoid cost overruns, project failure, rapid obsoleteness,...)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Domain Statement           | MCR:VARM.DS       | The stakeholder roles in the MCR collaborations include:  
- MCR Owner/provider  
- The MC experts  
- The MC end-users (businesses with interoperability problems)  
- The ESA solution providers and enterprise software vendors  
- The standards and regulatory bodies  
- The knowledge institutes  
- The publishers of method chunks and cases demonstrating their application  
The objects involved in these collaborations include those in the extension of the metamodel of the method chunks, as well as those in the extension of the method chunk product metamodels, . |
| Market Indicator Register  | MCR:VARM.MIR      | A range of indicators that the MCR owners and other stakeholders can use to verify the extend of MCR service use to solve interoperability problems (nr. of users,...). |
| Market Value & Risk Register | MCR:VARM.MVRR   | Relevant value exchanges include:  
- the input of MC knowledge by the expert into the MCR, the return in exchange of some recognition (reputation);  
- the exchange (for money) of interoperability-problem-solving MC services by the MC end-users;  
- ...  
Relevant risks for these value exchanges include:  
- the non-applicability of method chunks included in the MCR  
- the lack of ability to match chunk theft of cash held by any party in the eco-system,  
- the lack of chunks to complete the method chain for a (customer) problem owner. |
| Principal Model            | MCR:WOM.PM        | The principals that are recognized by the MCR include private persons, businesses, academic institutions, specific public agencies. Instances of the classes in the Principal model will be bound to the stakeholder roles defined in the domain statement. |
| Market Asset Model         | MCR:WOM.MAM       | A model of all the MCR assets: it will include method chunks, their utilization intensity, cases to which they have been applied, contracts with specific principals, endowing these with the rights, restrictions and responsibilities connected to specific stakeholder roles w.r.t. specific assets. |
| Market Resource            | MCR:WOM.MRM       | A model of all the MCR resources that are created to support the MCR-enabled information systems engineering, the method chunk life cycle |
Applying the project descriptors listed in Annex A1, the project charter for MCR introduction into the methodology deployment by the "IS-reliant social networks" is drafted in the table below.

Table 3. Incepting MCR in a society of Methodology Ad-Hocracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Statement</th>
<th>See the table Problems, Opportunities and Directives for Method Chunk Repository Services in D1.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assumptions</td>
<td>A sufficient number of method chunks is known.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision Statement</td>
<td>Method chunks sourced from multiple MCR's will be assembled in order to resolve interoperability problems in specific situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scoping Statement</td>
<td>Restriction to Interoperability problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal Model</td>
<td>Omitted for now.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Risks</td>
<td>Omitted for now.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II.5.2.2 Organization-scale Architecture Descriptions and Project Charter

Elaboration of the Business-scale (organization) repository content elements starts from the role models that were identified at the society scale. For the MCR collaborations the important stakeholder roles include:

- MCR Owner/provider
- The MC end-users (businesses with interoperability problems):
  - The ESA solution providers and enterprise software vendors
  - The standards and regulatory bodies
  - The knowledge institutes
  - The publishers.

The MC end-users role is here used to illustrate the manner of refining stakeholder interfaces (roles) with respect to the MCR collaborations. Where interoperability problems lead to enterprise asset erosion, the first kind of stakeholders for which an MCR can create value are the enterprise owners. Periodically, enterprise owners decide to further develop the enterprise (an IS reliant work system) that is creating value for them. In each and every enterprise, such a decision can be due to a performance problem that is observed during the (scorecard based) monitoring and evaluation of the primary processes and the assets sustaining these processes.
Within the development life cycle stage of the enterprise, the performance alert is scoped, and the causes for the problem are identified (problem analysis). Interoperability problems are created or resolved in the development responses that affect the IS reliant work system. To be useful to the enterprise, it must be "easy" (and cost-effective at least) for the enterprise stakeholder roles to involve the MCR services. This implies interface-customisation demands (role-bindings) for the interactions defined in MCR.

The table below illustrates the state-of-affairs enterprise architecture descriptions that must be faced as an enterprise decides to link-in itself into the MCR user community. The table with the project charter illustrates issues as one proceeds in identifying the change needs for the enterprise. The "link-into-the-MCR-user-community" project must deliver so-called "enterprise-architecture-slices" that must be added to the MC end-user repository, and must be implemented in the enterprise ICT project practices.

Table 4. Repository Content Elements (VARM and WOM) for MC end-user (business)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repository Content Element</th>
<th>Shorthand</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organization Mission Statement</td>
<td>ORM.VARM.OMS</td>
<td>The Mission Statement of the Enterprise considered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization Context Statement</td>
<td>ORM.VARM.ECS</td>
<td>The identification of the different kinds of principals and objects that the Enterprise engages with in order to fulfil its missions. These include characterization of the market segments, the products and services provided etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization Indicator Register</td>
<td>ORM.VARM.OIR</td>
<td>A register with the names, definitions and specifications of the indicators that the Organization uses to verify the extend of achievement regarding the service and product flow the Organization wants to offer to the market, and regarding the Organization's compliance with the society's enacted institutions. A large number of enterprises use Balanced Scorecard.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization Value &amp; Risk Register</td>
<td>ORM.VARM.OVRR</td>
<td>A register with the identified sources of values and risks, their indicators, references to their (past) measurements and future expectations. These values and risks influence the chances of achieving the service and product flow the Organization wants to offer to the market, as well as its compliance with the society's enacted institutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Model</td>
<td>ORM.WOM.CM</td>
<td>A model that includes all the principals that are recognized by the Organization's work processes and their refinements (as specified in ORM.WOM.WRM). It must be aligned with SRM.WOM.PM, but typically it will include specialization classes to differentiate principals in relation to ORM.VARM.OMS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization Asset Model</td>
<td>ORM.WOM.OAM</td>
<td>A model of all the assets that the Organization controls in order to sustain the continuous service flow it wants to offer to its customers, in exchange for their attention or money. It will include facilities, brands, distribution channels, equipment, intellectual property rights, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Organization Resource Model | ORM.WOM.ORM | A model of all the resources that the Organization creates, acquires and maintains to realize the flow of products and services identified in its mission statement. It will cover the information flows, organisational
structures, worker-roles, etc.

| Work Refinement Model | ORM.WOM.WRM | A model of all the Organization processes and SRM.WOM.IRM interaction specializations that the Organization has specified to fulfil its missions (ORM.VARM.OMS), pursue its values while avoiding the risks (ORM.VARM.MVRR). As far as interactions and the use of restricted assets and resources is concerned, the models must be compliant with SRM.WOM.IRM. (e.g. as in the ISO 9000 certification documents) |

Table 5: Project Charter for Incepting MCR in a end-user Enterprise suffering from Methodology Ad-Hocracy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Statement</th>
<th>Interoperability problems contribute to low project predictability, frequent cost over-runs and failed projects,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assumptions</td>
<td>(Experts in) the enterprise have a fair understanding/awareness of its situation and see MCR as a means to do something about it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vision Statement</td>
<td>The enterprise will use MCR assembly services; it will provide situational method chunks sourced from multiple MCR's will be assembled in order to resolve interoperability problems in specific situations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scoping Statement</td>
<td>Restriction to Interoperability problems (as yet).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal Model</td>
<td>Much better control of Business/IT aligned projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Risks</td>
<td>Stranding (e.g. due to MCR services becoming obsolete as superior solutions to interoperability problems reaches the market).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Execution of the MCR Inception project at the end-user enterprise will influence the work methods and resource use of the team members. These changes can be expressed as additions or modifications to OAM, ORM and WRM of ORM.WOM.

II.5.2.3 Person-scale Architecture Descriptions and Learning Targets

Person-scale repository content elements must be elaborated for the stakeholder roles:

- MC and interoperability experts
- MC end-users (the persons who must solve interoperability problems)
- trainees
- educators
- the roles of the business stakeholders that must interact with the MCR

Equipment and tools are operating at the same scale as persons. Repository content elements must also be elaborated for them. This is not addressed here.

Table 6: Repository Content Elements (VARM and WOM) for MC end-user (person)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repository Content Element</th>
<th>Shorthand</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ambition Model</td>
<td>ERM.VARM.AM</td>
<td>A description of the general ambitions of a person, including the targets for the roles he or she fills professionally. Compliance with Society-enacted institutions is a constraint for AM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person Context Statement</td>
<td>ERM.VARM.PCS</td>
<td>The identification of the different kinds and instances of society members that the person engages with in order to achieve its ambitions. (labour contracts, learning contracts, customer relations filled)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person Indicator Register</td>
<td>ERM.VARM.EIR</td>
<td>A register with the names, definitions and specifications of the indicators that the person uses to verify the extend of achieving his/her ambitions and targets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ens Value &amp; Risk Register</td>
<td>ERM.VARM.EVRR</td>
<td>A register with the identified sources of values and risks that influence a person/equipment/tool's ability and chances to achieve its ambitions and targets. Poor methodology sharing is one such risk driver (vulnerability).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role Model</td>
<td>ERM.WOM.RM</td>
<td>A model that includes all the principals that the person engages with during his/her ICT project work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ens Asset Model</td>
<td>ERM.WOM.EAM</td>
<td>A model of all the assets that the person owns in order to achieve his or her ambitions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ens Resource Model</td>
<td>ERM.WOM.ERM</td>
<td>A model of all the resources that the person uses to protect and sustain his/her assets and use them in achieving ambitions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behaviour Model</td>
<td>ERM.WOM.BM</td>
<td>A model of all the person processes and interaction specializations that the person has selected to achieve his/her ambitions and targets: to pursue values while avoiding risks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**II.5.3 Technical Architecture of the MCR**

This section describes the architecture for a collaborative method engineering platform (CMEP) focusing on the role of the MCR.

**II.5.3.1 Use case descriptions**

A collaborative platform for situational method engineering must support two main activities: situation-specific method construction and method application in the corresponding system development project. The method construction activity requires capabilities for reusable method chunks definition, storage and classification with respect to the problems they help to solve. It also aims to support the characterisation of each project situation and selection and assembly of method chunks fitting the situation at hand. The method application requires services for the obtained method enactment and evaluation of its applicability in the corresponding situation. Figure 10 summaries this in the form of a UML use case diagram that depicts the main actors and their usage of the platform.
Use cases are part of a structured approach to capture all interactions a system should do and at the same time define all interacting user groups and systems. The use cases describe how actors interact with the system. Table 7 gives a description of the actor’s goals. The main use cases help us to identify services that the MCR has to provide to the end-users.

Table 7. Description of the Actors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actor</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cases user</td>
<td>The goal of the cases user is to easily and efficiently be able to search for and test/analyse/apply method chunks to specific cases, as well as describe experience of using these method chunks in his/her specific case. The cases user will apply the case-specific method in the development of a corresponding project and will provide an experience report including the evaluation of the applied method chunks and their fitness to this case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situated method engineer</td>
<td>The goal of the situated method engineer is to find a set of method chunks that can be assembled into a coherent method that addressing a particular (interoperability) development/analysis need. The situated method engineer is in charge of constructing a case-specific method for each case. His/her work consists of three main tasks: characterising the case situation by using the classification framework, selecting method chunks satisfying this situation and assembling retrieved method chunks in order to provide a coherent and complete method for the specific case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method chunk engineer</td>
<td>The goal of the method chunk engineer is to capture knowledge to specific problems as reusable method chunks that can be used in different situations. The method chunk engineer is an expert in the method engineering domain. His/her role is to populate the MCR with method chunks, which can be extracted from existing traditional methods or defined from scratch on the basis of domain knowledge and experience. The method chunk engineer will also develop services for method chunks application and provide a descriptor for each method chunk characterising, with the help of the</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The goal of the classification manager is to develop and evolve classification schemes for classifying method chunks so that they are easy to search and navigate. The classification manager is responsible for defining and managing the method chunk classification framework. Such a framework should be extensible and evolutionary. Good knowledge about the information systems development domain and some selected application or problem domain, such as interoperability in our case, is required to enact this role.

II.5.3.2 Service architecture

The use cases serve as a starting point for more detailed scenario descriptions where one can describe the human-computer interaction and working environment of the end-users. A high-level description (Figure 11) of the MCR can be derived from the use cases.

![Figure 11: High-level service architecture for collaborative method engineering platform (CMEP)](image)

A first iteration of the architecture implies that each use case will be supported by a separate service as shown in Figure 11. However, when refining the use case (detailing the scenarios) you may find that a use case can be broken down into smaller separate user tasks which each require their own services.

II.5.3.3 Provided services

Based on the analysis of the use case scenarios the following services are identified:
Table 8. Provide services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metamodelling facility</td>
<td>Develop and maintain metamodels that describe the product part of the method chunk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search facility</td>
<td>Services to search/browse method chunks according to particular needs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method chunk authoring</td>
<td>Services to define method chunks according to the method chunk metamodel which includes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Graphical editor (model template) for composing your own method chunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Define roles, work products, tasks, guidance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Define templates, guidelines, examples, checklists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Classify the method chunk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process authoring (composer)</td>
<td>Services to assemble situational methods from method chunks which includes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Graphical editor (model template) for method assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Define workflows and work breakdown structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Software development process patterns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Define reusable development processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases facility</td>
<td>Services to describe cases and capture experiences with particular method chunks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method chunk repository</td>
<td>The method chunk repository provides library services for storing and updating two types of interconnected knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• the method knowledge expressed in the form of reusable method chunks; and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• the knowledge related to the experience of method chunks application in specific industrial cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The repository must also provide versioning capabilities and define a standard/common interchange format for the exchange (storage and retrieval) of method chunks and experience reports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classification manager</td>
<td>Services for classifying method chunks. In order to match the problem situation of a particular case to method chunks thus enabling a solution, we need a mechanism supporting method chunks indexation on the one hand and situation assessment on the other hand. This mechanism is referred to as a matching/classification framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link to enactment of the method or project management system</td>
<td>Services to enact situational methods in specific projects. The services should support retrieval and assembly of method chunks to form a situational method. Retrieval involves finding and selecting method chunks that suits the specific project and can utilize the project characterization to match against classifications of method chunks. During assembly the tool should allow a flexible way to manipulate chunks within the method under construction. The origin for this requirement is [14].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

II.5.4 Implementation description

In the case of TG6 a number of *prototype implementations* of the services identified above have been implemented in the Metis. The first implementation is reported in section II.4. It faithfully represents the method chunk metamodel as outlined in this deliverable. The second is reported in appendix A4. It is an alternative view that takes the metamodel from Brian
Henderson-Sellers as a guideline. Details can be found in appendix A4. A third prototype implementation based on the ConceptBase meta database system. Its definition is contained in appendix A5.

II.6 Conclusion

The deliverable DTG6.2 has the purpose to finalize the proposed structure of the method chunk repository (MCR). The final structure is reported in appendix 3 (also a paper accepted by the prestigious ER conference) augmented by the additions of section II.4 for classifying interoperability problems. The final structure is based on real case studies undertaken by task group TG6 to elicitate the requirements for a method chunk repository. The findings of these case studies are in line with the findings of the INTEROP Domain Interoperability. Since we have the goal to validate our metamodel by a prototypical implementation, our proposed structure is more detailed and also more formal in the sense that it is the basis for developing a method chunk repository for interoperability.

We also derived text-based template for entering method chunks and cases into the MCR. The purpose of this template is to facilitate acquisition of method chunks. Furthermore, we made an analysis of the architecture of a full-fledged MCR using the COMET approach as general guideline. This approach focuses on identifying different user roles such as method chunk engineer, case engineer etc.

Finally, we made in total three prototypical implementations. The first uses the METIS tool to represent the MCR metamodel as outlined in this deliverable. Second, the same Metis tool was used to realize a competing metamodel taken from proposal by Brian Henderson-Sellers. This metamodel does not focus on interoperability but it re-affirmed the usability of the METIS tool for creating a MCR. Finally, our MCR metamodel was prototypically implemented by the ConceptBase meta database system to conform that the metamodel is not limited to METIS as implementation platform.

The joint work on the deliverable and the prototypical implementation has led to a high degree of collaboration inside the task group. We feel encouraged by the results to continue our work towards a method chunk repository. Our experience with the prototypes shows that our ideas are actually implementable though a lot of work would have to be done to produce a stable and full-fledged MCR. While a full-fledged implementation is beyond the scope and goal of the task group, we have paved the way to produce such a system.

In the remaining time of the INTEROP Network we plan to work on a tutorial about the MCR and publish the final results at a highly visible place.

II.7 References


PART III : Appendices

The following appendices accompany the deliverable:

**Appendix A1**: Jan Goossenaerts (2006): Definition of the COMET methodology for MCR detailed design


